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The @Note biomedical text mining workbench 
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Biomedical Text Niining. i.e .. the field t hat deals with the automatic: rd ricval and process
iug of biomedical literature. is perhaps one of today's most promi:;iug re:;carch fields. The 
automated processing of free text is uot exactly a uew computatio1ml issue. Text Miuiug 
has a loug experience in the retrieval anrl proce;sing of geuernl text. The development of 
search engines and indexed dired.orics. the compilation pf dictionaric:; and t he automatic 
translation of documents have impelled the development of powerful text processing tech
niques. Nevertheless. biomedical tf~xts prr;~<~nt additional challenges: the terminology does 
not always follows standard 110menclatmcs; new terms are const antly emerging; and term 
homonymy and synonymy (inclu<liug term variants and abbreviations) make it very difficult 
to accurately identify entities. 
The @Note Biomedical Text Mining workbench represents a couuni t mcnt between practical 
use and research. integrating current Biomedical Text Mining methods into an extensible 
workbench and providing biologists with intuitive tools capable of supporting their biblio
graphic searches and further li terature curation. Its design directives arc two-fold : flexibility 
and interoperability towards t he inclu:;ion and further extension of state-of-the-art Biomed
ical Text Miniug approache:;; tra11:;pare11cy and :;implicity. enabling the u:;e of techniques 
without requiring expert knowledge about the uuclergoing activit ies. 
Currently. @Note supports Publvlcd search for relevant documents and document retrieval 
from open-access and subscribed \i\Teb-accessible journals. Automatic docmuent annotation 
encompas:;cs the recoguitiou of several clas8e8 of biological entities based ou lexicon 8Upport 
and the extraction of relationships for known biology-related verbs. Additionally. manual 
curatiou can refine document annotation and enhance lexicon support . 
The workbench is available at http://sysbio.di.umiuho.pt/aNote.php 
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